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Objectives: To characterize and understand multi-componenc chemical diffusion

insilica@ mel~~ing laboratory experimen& onmolta CaO-A1203-Si02, MgO-Al2Os-

Si02, M@-CaO-A120s-Si02 at 1500”C and 10 Kbar.

Project Description: Chemical diffusion can be characterized by a diffusion

matrix whose elements are a set of linear coefficien~ relating the flux of each component to

chemical gradien~ of all the components that make up the system. The first part of this

project involved laboratory experiments from which the diffusion matrix is derived by

inversion of chemical interdifrusion profiles. The chemical dif&ion matrix so obtained is

an empirical construct that provides a general and accurate representation of chemical

fluxes, but of itself, gives no insight into the underlying reasons for the oflen ~eryo cbm~
H! ygg

complicated dependence of the flux of a given component on tic various chemical grad!k~
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The second part of this projecL involved using additional experiments togethe##%.hH’ *S5~kf?a

theoretical models to identify the mechanisms responsible for the complex coupling aJ&$~# Q
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diffusing components of a silicate melt indicated by large off-diagonal terms i; ~~ _ %~~

dif[usion mauix. There are at lemt two reasons for diffusive coupling. The first fo#~$ ~~ ~

/$from diffusion being driven by gradients in chemical poumial, not concentration grad~nts~ a~-
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&husthe more a system departs from idea.lity, the greater the diffusive coupling when &xes
pm.

are wlitten in terms of concentration gradienrs. Thermodynamic coupling is theoretically # ~~
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straightfomvard, butin practice very difficultto measure in a silicate melt with high

acctiracy. With this in mind, an additional set of experiments was carried out to

independently measure the chemical activity-composition relations in molten MgO-CaO-

A1203-$i02 using a recently developed method of equilibrating the molten silicate

compositions with palladium metal under suitably reducing conditions. The second source

of diffusive coupling arises from a volume constraint, which involves the fact that

components cannot migrate freely (without regard for the other components) because were

they to do so, they would very likely result in more mass entering or leaving a fixed

volume than is consistent with the moIar volume of the mixture. The diffusive coupling

due to the volume consmaint is addressed by constructing different theoretical models for

how the constraint is apportioned among the v~ous components, and then using exiting

molar volume data along with new component mobility (self diffusion) measurements to

produce model predictions of the chemical diffusion matrix, which are then compared to the

acwd diffusion matiix. The mobility da~~for,all elements including Al were derived from

ion microprobe measurements of isotope exchange in otherwise isochemical diffusion

couples.

Results: The diffusion malrix in molten CaO-A.1203-Si02 was determined from

relatively high silica con tents (255’6CaO, 15% A1203,60~0 Si02 ) to low silica content

(35% Ca0,25% Al@3,45% SiOz) by simultaneously inverting chemical diffusion profiles

that intersect these composition in different directions in composition space.

Multicomponen[ diffusion, and also double diffusive convection, in mohcm MgO-A120~-

SiOz at 1550”C and 5 Kbar was also swdied using diffusion couples formed around the

composition of 22.5 (wt%) MgO, 17,5?Z0A1203, &d 60% Si02. The diffusion matrix WM

obtained from the simulm.ncous least squares inversion of two s~ablc chemical diffusion

profiles, while double-diffusive fingering instabilities, very similar to those reported earlier

in CaO-A1203-Si02, were documented in other directions by detailed X-ray concentration

mapping of the sec[iorwd diffusion charges. The mobility (self diffusion) of Ca, Al, Si,

and O was measured at 10 compositions in molten CaO-A1203-Si02, with” a precision

documented by replicate runs. This data set has been used to show the generid inadequacy

- at least for the system studied - of Lhe Stokes-Einstein and the Ey~ing relationships

between mobility and viscosity. Plots of mobility vs degree of polymerization, or vs molar

volume, are piecewise linear bu! interrupted by an abrupt change in slope that we earlier

interpreted as resuhing from an abrupt change in melt structure. However, NMR

measurements on some of our quenched glasses showed no change in the coordination of

Al across the discontinue ties in slope.
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The theoretical model that best accounts for the measured diffusive behtwiorof

chemical compormnts in molten CaO-A1203-Si02is one in which thermodynamic

nonideality plays an important role (quantified by Pd based activity-composition relations)

and the volume constraint is satisfied by each component in proportion [o the product of i~

concentration times its mobility. The important conclusion that follows from this model is

that the “fluxof a dilute component is dominated by the diagonal ten-n of the diffusion mati

and thus the activity-composition relations for fast diffusing dilute components can be

derived dkectly from their diffusion profiles.
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Use of Funds:

The largest item of COSLunder this grant was salary for Research ksociate Y. Liang

who has since gone on to a tenure [rack faculty position in the Deaprunent of Geological

Sciences at Brown Univensty. The P.I. (Frank Richter) derived a month summer salary

per year. Other significant cosl items were:

1. Isotonically enriched C% Al, Si, Ge, and O used in the determination of self-diffusion

coefilcients and the relative mobility or isolopes of Ca and Ge.
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